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Queensland Art Gallery
Gallery of Modern Art

Introduction
The Creative Generation Excellence Awards in Visual Art and Design provide
an opportunity for students and teachers to view some of the best examples of
artistry across the state.
This exhibition guide provides an overview of the seven media areas used by
the young artists in the exhibition and considers some of the broader issues
and themes addressed in the art works displayed. It includes questions for
investigation and activities for the classroom.
As you take the time to view the exhibition, you might like to think about the
following:
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Why are the Creative Generation Excellence Awards in Visual Art
and Design significant? Why is it important to have students’ art
work displayed in the state gallery?

Walk through the exhibition space and consider the layout — can
you identify any major themes in the way the works are grouped or
displayed?

Watch how the audience interacts with the exhibition. Consider the
way they walk between the works, where they stop and how they
view each work.

How is information about the works provided to the viewer?

If you were to re-design the exhibition hang, what choices would you
make? Consider how you would use space, colour, floors and walls
to exhibit the works.

What contemporary ideas and issues are reflected in the works
on display?

Identify the works that seem to attract the most attention. Why
do you think this is so? Suggest the strategies the artists have
employed to achieve this.
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Painting
Focus works
Ben Chiang
Runcorn State High School
Able to inhale 2008
Acrylic paint on canvas

Ben Chiang’s work Able to inhale 2008 shows a typical hallway in a family home.
The presence of objects we know and understand, such as a coat, a lady’s
purse and the family portrait, create a sense of familiarity. Yet coupled with this
feeling is the disturbing and unexpected tone of the painting, strengthened by
the precise, realist style of Chiang’s painting. In the centre, hanging on a coat
hook, is a rubber gas mask. Through the clever juxtaposition of the gas mask
and the coat, the mask becomes a common object of the family home, it is
‘familiarised’, made normal. This is further supported by the family portrait, in
which the subjects’ best clothes are augmented by the masks they are wearing.
There is a stillness about the painting; no movement or expression; that is
heightened by the monochromatic palette. The colours are muted; dark greys,
blacks and blues work to create a dull, ‘wet weather’ feeling.
In this way, Able to inhale comes to represent the still life, one of the traditional
forms of painting. Most famous for its focus on the precise painting of
inanimate objects, the still life also places great importance in reading these
objects as symbols that allow the viewer a greater understanding of the
message or allegory the artist implies. Thus, the very objects in the painting
provide for us clues through which we can understand the art work on a
deeper level. The objects in Chiang’s work allow the viewer this insight;
however, they are importantly changed through the inclusion of the gas mask.
The gas mask symbolises chemical, biological and conventional warfare, as
well as the state of fear attached to these events. Chiang describes his vision
for the painting as representing ‘. . . a metaphor for the future of mankind’,
a future in which wearing a gas mask becomes as common and accepted
as wearing a tie or cufflinks. For Chiang, the vision of our society becoming
accustomed to a constant state of emergency is a real potentiality, increasingly
plausible when considering the mounting evidence of irreversible environmental
damage to the planet’s ecosystem.
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Painting

continued

Questions for investigation

1

Look closely at the other paintings included in the exhibition.
Are there any other works that include images that imply hidden
meanings? What do you think the artist wants us to understand
through these images?

2

Do you see any paintings that have a similar colour palette to
Chiang’s work? How do you think an artist’s choice of colour can
imply mood or feeling? Which paintings seem to evoke a mood
through their colour alone?

Classroom activities
• Look through your journal to see if any of your current or previous work
includes images which might be considered symbols. How might these
symbols imply different meanings within your work? Do you think that, if they
were coupled with different images/symbols, this meaning might change?
• Try experimenting with different colours in your journal. Discuss with your
peers how certain colours or colour combinations can also symbolise certain
moods or feelings.
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Can you find the following
paintings in the exhibition?
Genevieve Carter
Mansfield State High School
Life’s direction 2008
Acrylic on canvas
Johnny Huang
Brisbane Grammar School
Stasis 2008
Oil on canvas
Marshall Kusabs
Trinity Bay State High School
Below 2008
Oil on board
David Page
Lowood State High School
The cat 2008
Gouache on canvas
Jessica Morton
Elanora State High School
Post-modern superman 2008
Oil on canvas
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Drawing
Focus works
Caitlin Pudney
Somerville House
Tobruk and back 2008
Graphite pencil on paper

Long before the advent of photography, painted, sculpted or drawn portraiture
was being commissioned by the wealthy and aristocratic members of society
who wished to leave a record of themselves. However, portraits have always
been more than just mere documentation of a person’s appearance. The artist
often reveals certain characteristics of the sitter. Caitlin Pudney says her work
‘explores the life of a grandfather I never knew’.
The title of this work, Tobruk and back 2008, refers to the siege of Tobruk,
a seaport in Libya. Up to 14 000 Australians were besieged by the German
and Italian armies between April and August 1941. The tenacious spirit of the
soldiers who fought there has become part of military folklore on a par with
that of Gallipoli and other famous wartime engagements. The Australian and
British armies successfully defended the town, preventing the German plans
for an attack on Egypt. The troops were given the name ‘Rats of Tobruk’ by the
British traitor William Joyce (‘Lord Haw-Haw’) who broadcast propaganda for
the Germans during the war. The troops adopted this name with ironic pride.
Pudney’s portrait of her grandfather, a sergeant who served at Tobruk, is a
powerful depiction of him as a young man, as well as a soldier representing
the ‘larrikin’ spirit of the Rats of Tobruk. The artist has placed the subject on
the far right, leaving the left side of the picture plane empty. This unconventional
composition creates a feeling of endless space, and the subject’s intense gaze
into the distance emphasises this.
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The artist manages to evoke both strength of
purpose and light-heartedness in the portrait of the
sergeant, his gaze steely, yet open and engaging.
She has successfully used tone and shading to
delineate the face and reveal the characteristics she
wishes to emphasise. The dark shadow cast by the
digger’s hat on one side, and the dark tone of his
hair on the other, strongly contrast with his youthful
countenance. His expression is playful and adds
to the air of youthful defiance his clothes evince,
which are rumpled and untidy, not crisp and neat
like an army uniform is expected to be. The artist
has presented the rats in the foreground as benign,
but they are a powerful symbol of the defiance,
cleverness and humour that characterised the
soldiers under siege.
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Drawing

continued

Questions for investigation

1
2

Costume and staging have always played an important role in
portraiture, as they enable the artist to better reveal features of the
sitter, such as nationality, talents, personality and occupation. Find
two portraits in the exhibition in which the costume and staging help
give us a deeper insight into the life of the subject.
Select another art work in the exhibition that emphasises emotion
and memory through the use of materials and subject matter. Write
a subjective response to this work describing the feelings it evokes
in you, and identify the particular elements within the work that
provoke this response.

Classroom activities
• Having looked at Tobruk and back 2008, have a look at other portraits
of soldiers from World War Two. Compare the way they are represented
and note the differences. The Australian War Museum has some excellent
examples, which can be found in the following site: http://www.awm.gov.au
• Portraiture was traditionally used to convey flattering virtues of the sitter, such
as wealth, importance, power, knowledge and beauty. Can you find artists
who didn’t flatter their subject?
Visit the National Portrait Gallery, Canberra, online to see the collection and
read the stories behind the portraits.
http://www.portrait.gov.au/site/portraitstories.php
Australia’s famous prize for portraiture is the Archibald Prize. Their site has
interesting and useful information on this subject.
http://www.thearchibaldprize.com.au/home
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Can you find the following
drawings in the exhibition?
Brooke Dobbie
Bribie Island State High School
City lights 2008
Oil pastel on paper
Hayden Moody
St Augustine’s College (Cairns)
Calm woman with a banana and other
urban tales 2008
Oil pastel on paper
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Film and animation
Focus works
Angelica Roache-Wilson
Brisbane State High School
Unparallel (still) 2008
DVD, 3:59 minutes, colour, sound

In Unparallel 2008, Angelica Roache-Wilson uses video to animate her
paintings. The artist works on a public wall, tracing the lines formed by tiles
to create a square frame. Within this frame, she animates the peeling back of
an imaginary layer of the wall to reveal a flying paper crane with a figure on its
back. Through the acceleration of the natural speed of the footage, the crane
moves and the patterns around it break out of the square frame, covering the
wall. The black hair of the figure on the crane’s back grows into dancing black
tendrils, eventually transforming the wall into a monochrome. The artist then
washes away the paint before roughly applying text to the wall, with a letter
in each tile spelling out the words ‘unparallel the lines’. The footage is played
forwards and in reverse, looped into a continuous cycle. In this way the imagery
is constantly in a state of constant transition, having no beginning or ending.
Video as a medium is ephemeral in nature; it is not possible to view a video work
in its entirety in one moment. Rather, it must be viewed over a period of time.
The art work relies on the viewer to piece together their memories, over the
span of time, of the video. Unparallel has this ephemeral quality due to its video
medium, and also due to the artist’s process of washing away the painting, not
only physically, by using water, but also digitally, by playing it in reverse.
It could be seen that the artist is presenting us with a metaphor. She asks the
viewer to challenge the norm, or as she writes on the tiled wall, ‘unparallel the
lines’. In this way Unparallel breaks out of the conventional tradition of painting
on paper or canvas and conveys dreamlike imagery on the everyday surface
of a white, tiled wall. Her animated imagery forms a narrative that eventually
breaks out from the confines of its square frame.
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Film and animation

continued

Questions for investigation

1
2
3

Have a look at some of the other works that use video animation
in the exhibition. How is Roache-Wilson’s use of video animation
different to other video animation works in the show?

Roache-Wilson uses public space to create Unparallel 2008. How
do you think it would affect the meaning of the work if it had been
done on a canvas?

What possible psychological effects are communicated in some of
the video works included in this exhibition?

Classroom activities
• In her artist statement, Roache-Wilson refers to the conventions of Guerrilla
art. What information can you find on Guerrilla art in your library and on the
internet? What similarities can you see between Guerrilla art and RoacheWilson’s video work Unparallel 2008?
• While Unparallel 2008 can be viewed as a video work in itself, it could also be
viewed as documentation of the process of painting, or a performance. Look
through your art journal. Could the documentation process be presented as
art work in itself?
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Can you find the following
video, film or animation works
in the exhibition?
Nathan Mulligan
Pimlico State High School
Mass production 2008
Digital imagery transferred to DVD, 16:9,
39 seconds, colour, stereo
Jesse Vogelaar
Robina State High School
Megeddo 2008
Animation transferred to DVD, 4:3,
2:30 minutes, colour, stereo
Leah Musch
Kelvin Grove State College
Mr Cavern 2008
DVD, 4:3, 3:24 minutes, colour, stereo
Araminta Pearce
Toowoomba State High School
Waste is the backbone of society 2008
Digital collage on film transferred to DVD, 4:3,
3:47 minutes, colour, silent
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Photography
Focus work
Khara Deurhof
Mackay North State High School
Out there 2008
Photographs, wearable art

In Out there 2008, Khara Deurhof plays and builds with the idea of character.
Using the flamboyant dress and matching hat as strong visual elements, she
situates her character in environments that disturb our expectations of what
the character represents. Her excessively decorated floral skirt and stark
white shoes and socks, when set against the dirty railway line and pastoral
setting, create a visual disconnection that makes the character’s presence and
appearance even more jarring. This sort of visual shock prompts the viewer
to consider the importance of originality of expression as well as personal
independence.
Deurhof wanted to ‘create something extravagant and bold’ that would stand
out in the bush landscape. She then set up her tripod, modelling the outfit she
created, and took the photographs in outdoor environments near her home.
These shots almost resemble elements of American artist Cindy Sherman’s
images of herself dressed up in costume, role-playing different characters.
Reflecting on the meaning behind her work, Deurhof wanted to show that,
‘you don’t have to conform with society — you can go out and step out and do
your own thing and be a bit different from everyone else’. In this way, Deurhof’s
interest in character creation becomes indicative of this desire for difference.
Thus, the photograph becomes a tool through which Deurhof’s ideals for a
more progressive and unique society is tempered against the more mundane
and ‘regular’ side of society.
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Photography

continued

Questions for investigation

1
2

Which techniques has Deurhof used to draw attention to her
photographs (i.e. consider frame, angles, position, colour and
subject).

What is staged photography? How can you tell that Deurhof’s
photographs have been staged?

Classroom activities
• Select two photographs which appeal to you. Examine the ways each artist
has pushed the boundaries of his or her chosen media.
• Do you think Mujic-Begovic’s work, Meat 2008, would have evoked the same
emotional response from the viewer had the artist decided not to include the
written statements with her photograph? Discuss with your classmates.
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Explore the following
photographic techniques
used by other students
in the exhibition:
Digital imaging on the computer
Angus Waller
Kelvin Grove State College
Choice 2008
Digital image
Manipulated photography
Tessa Brown
West Moreton Anglican College
Bliss 2008
Digital photograph
Self-portrait
Medina Mujic-Begovic
Brisbane State High School
Meat 2008
Digital images
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Sculpture
Focus works
Marnie Edmiston
Isis District State High School
A subtle contradiction 2008
Mixed media, photographs

Katelyn McCulloch
Albany Creek State High School
Synthetic symphony 2008
Digital prints, mixed media

The versatility of sculpture is explored by students in this year’s ‘Creative
Generation Excellence Awards in Visual Art and Design’. Students have
worked with a range of materials and techniques to investigate social and
environmental issues of personal and global significance. Sculptural works
include Marnie Edmiston’s A subtle contradiction 2008. In this work, Edmiston
works within the conventions of the common craft of knitting and juxtaposes
this with the confronting subject of nuclear weapons. The familiarity and
comfort that many people might associate with the domestic pursuit of knitting
is disrupted by the subject matter of the work. The artist reminds us that war
and artillery affect everyone, even children, and that for many young people,
these are a part of life.
Working with mediums of sculpture and photography, Katelyn McCulloch
also invites us to think differently about a common genre, this time in a still
life. In Synthetic symphony 2008, she invites us to look for ‘beauty . . . in an
unsuspecting place’. Notions of death and decay are not new to the still life
genre, but McCulloch also considers the role of the artist, obliged to engage
with the unpleasantness of decay to make the work. She manipulates the fruit
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before photographing it, highlighting the contrast
between visually appealing pattern and texture and
the repellence of rotting organic matter. Central
to both artists’ work is their engagement with
contradictions: Edmiston challenges us to reassess
notions of familiarity and violence while McCulloch
positions us to experience contradictory reactions
of repulsion and attraction.
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Sculpture

continued

Questions for investigation

1
2
3

How has the nature and scope of sculpture changed over the past
100 years?
Investigate the work of contemporary sculptors working in Australia
and overseas. What are some of the most interesting developments
and how do artists work with other professionals to fabricate
sculptural works in new ways?
McCulloch combines sculpture and photography. What other
crossovers in art forms can you identify in the exhibition, and in the
work of other artists you are familiar with?

Classroom activities
• Create a sculpture using materials that challenge the viewer to think differently   
about a particular idea or subject.
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Can you find a sculpture
of a church created by
Elise Usher?
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Works on paper
Focus works
Charlotte Miller
The Stuartholme School
Feeling phobic 2008
Digital images

Charlotte Miller’s work explores the subjectivity of personal emotions mainly
fear or phobia, and the ways in which emotional responses are developed,
manipulated or sometimes even prompted by advertising techniques.
Miller uses the symbolism and methods of advertising, popular fiction and
horror movies to communicate her ideas. Fiction is a suitable focus for Miller’s
work, particularly as fears are often fabricated or irrational. Movie posters,
which are the most popular ways of communicating the central message of
a film or genre, are an economic means of communication. In just one image,
a concise statement about the film, as well as an emotional trigger, can be
conveyed to the viewer, who can often feel the emotional intensity of the film
by viewing the poster alone.
The personal and emotional themes central to Miller’s work, Feeling phobic
2008, are heightened by several formal elements. The relationship between text
and image is important in linking with the viewer’s own experience.
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Works on paper

continued

There are everyday concerns or episodes that she draws out in vignettes
reminiscent of film scenes, such as ‘Whoosh: You’ll be blown away’, ‘Term
of terror: The holidays are over’ and ‘One cloudy day: Whatever you do,
don’t look up’.
Digital imagery allows artists to appropriate from existing media or images and
manipulate these to heighten certain concerns or messages. We see this in
advertising — cropping, zooming, animation and image enhancement for the
purpose of selling a product or idea. In the visual arts, these methods can be
used to convey other messages.
The combination of techniques drawn from the film advertising genre and
the chosen ‘scenes’ that Miller depicts has two effects. First, the poster
format draws the viewer in by employing the same language, typography
and advertising techniques that they are accustomed to seeing in popular
culture and second, the poster content depicts everyday events or concerns,
triggering an emotional or personal response in the viewer.
When viewers read each of Miller’s posters, they may begin to consider how
advertising techniques manipulate by targeting emotions or fears, and in
turn, how our fears are sometimes rationalised by believing the messages
advertisers present to us.

Questions for investigation

1
2
3

How does Miller create her works? What kinds of existing
techniques or media does she draw upon to convey her message?

Why do you think Miller has chosen the film poster format to create
her works? What is the effect of this?

How does Miller’s work extend beyond the technical aspects of the
digital imagery and encourage viewers to consider social or personal
issues? Can you list them?

Classroom activities
• During the course of a week, record details about any advertising (radio, print,
television) that engenders fear. What techniques are used (i.e. text, imagery,
sound) to achieve this?
• Bring in a DVD cover and examine the layout used to promote it. Compare
yours with a classmate’s. What’s similar about them? In your opinion, which
is the more successful? Why?
• Research online some of the new phobias that have emerged in the twentyfirst century. Why do you think these phobias didn’t exist 20, 50 or even 100
years ago?
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How do the concepts explored
in Feeling phobic 2008 relate
to issues of personal reaction
in the works below?
Erin Bishara
All Saints Anglican School (Merrimac)
Just like you 2008
Giclée prints, wooden boxes
Genevieve Carter
Mansfield State High School
Life’s direction 2008
Acrylic on canvas
Marshall Kusabs
Trinity Bay State High School
Below 2008
Oil on board
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Mixed media
Focus works
Naarah Goode
Springwood State High School
Backyard reno 2008
Mixed media on canvas and paper

Jordan Rochfort
The Southport School
Dead bird 2008
Collage and drawings

Artists Naarah Goode and Jordan Rochfort have used a range of mixed media
to explore personal stories. Both works find meaning in seemingly mundane or
everyday events in the artists’ lives.
Naarah Goode’s work, Backyard reno 2008, documents the process of the
renovation of her backyard. The work consists of 12 panels, each displaying
a different view of a barbecue flip with the top six mirroring the bottom. On
first glance, the flip looks the same in each image, with only its position and
framing having changed. However, on closer inspection, the viewer finds each
barbecue flip represents a different element of the backyard transformation
process. Materials such as old, yellowed newspaper are juxtaposed with
drawings and text by the artist, each intricately documenting the process,
becoming a record or visual diary. The barbecue flip becomes a symbol for
the backyard, which plays host to the stereotypical Australian experience of
‘the barbie’.
While Backyard reno is a close-up, if you like, of a particular event (the
renovation of the artist’s backyard) as well as an exploration of a specific site
or space, Jordan Rochfort’s art work, Dead bird 2008, takes the viewer on
a journey of a more intimate space: the artist’s inner landscape. Whereas
Backyard reno focuses on one particular event, Rochfort’s Dead bird
represents 13 distinct events that have somehow had an impact on the artist’s
life. Each event is represented within a white frame, each differing slightly in
size, emphasising the singularity of each event. The frames are unified through
15
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Mixed media

continued

the colour and the close display, even though the content of each differs.
Each frame contains something different, whether it is a found object such
as a dollar bill, or a drawing or text. Rochfort says of the events recorded, ‘All
caused me to stop and think. All are part of who I am. Some are humorous,
some are tragic, but all are significant in determining what makes me an
individual’. The viewer is not privy to the exact event described within each
frame; only the artist knows the secret behind each piece. Perhaps Rochfort is
asking us to consider the ways in which the events in our lives, whether simple
or complex, contribute to our sense of self.
Ultimately, both Rochfort and Goode have chosen to record and engage
with everyday events through a range of media. The juxtaposition of found
objects with personal mark-making (with text, drawing, ripping newspaper
or manipulating thread through a needle) changes the found object and
transforms it into something new. Neither of these works are direct literal
documentations of these events, but demonstrate and reflect the artists’
inner responses or memories.

Questions for investigation

1
2

Have a look around the exhibition at other artists’ chosen media.
How do you think the use of found objects or a range of media can
enhance the meaning or theme the artist is exploring in their art?
Identify the different media used in these focus works. What could
be some of the different meanings behind using these materials?
How do the artists alter the original meaning of the object in their
art work?

Classroom activities
• Explore the way different forms of representing an event or idea can change
the way you think about them. Think about a significant or memorable
incident in your life. First, write the story down in your journal, describing
each detail. Then try drawing the story. Finally, represent the story using
found objects.
• Think about the way that a seemingly mundane event in your life could have
a series of consequences or start a chain of events. If that event hadn’t
happened, what else might be different in your life? Try creating a mind map
in your journal to illustrate this.
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Can you find this other mixed
media work in the exhibition?
Ashlyn McEldowney
Robina State High School
An old story 2008
Mixed media drawing on card
Maddy Savage
Cairns State High School
Damaged 2008
Mixed media

